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 FØR PAPeRS

“What is a fetish*? Something that is nothing in itself, 
but simply the blank screen onto which we have pro-
jected, erroneously, our fancies, our labor, our hopes 
and passions.” 
– Bruno Latour in “Pandora’s Hope” 

Within its conventional terminology, the concept of the fetish 
is initially described as polyvalent. Whether as an offset, 
distortion, projection, substitute or stigmata - basically it is 
regarded as an overreaching and self-referential relationship 
to an object, in which reality and vision collide. Although 
the phenomenon is apparently rather difficult to be depicted 
or shared – the fetish distinctively teases.
In the strongly visually dominated disciplines of art, design and 
architecture - and in constant interaction with its medium 
of  representation – fetishistic procedures continuously and 
supposedly unconsciously set out and blur the boundaries 
of the taboo. In this spirit, it possibly provides expanding 
capacities to the disciplines but without dissolving the “ra-
tionale” and “other” entirely. Not only the ambiguity of the 
term makes it appear as an opaque, ever-changing construct of 

the human psyche.In relation to the respective discursive 
subject (or field) the fetish thus acts as a mental catalyst 

– covertly renders possible what used to be suppressed prev- 
iously. In search of “architectures of the repressed” is perhaps a 
way to explain what initially withdraws from an elaborated 
investigation – as the interaction between space and fetish 
might eventually reveal to be promising: What new or dis-
torted patterns arise in the projection on the architectural 
space, provided that it is understood as a “blank screen” in
regard to Latour? Considering the metaphysical- or rather 
aesthetical or atmospherical bias of contemporary architec-
tural renderings (and their built counterparts), what cre-
ative properties could be awarded to the fetish - especially 
as its proficiency now belongs to the everyday practices of 
the architect?
Whether parish hall or haunted house – techno-temple or 
bio-blob – dark room or gazebo – fetishistic, “factishistic” 
or anti-fetishistic – the fifth issue of HORIZONTE seeks 
for epiphany in the undergrowth of architecture. Aiming 
at the mediation of the abyss between taboo and fashion, 
entertainment and exile, we seek for answers to the ques-
tion whether space may be informed or unmasked through 
the concept of fetish.

Whether in essayistic form, project- or research-based - HORI-
ZONTE seeks for relevant reflections to the questions above, 
which critically assess, discuss and challenge the subject matter.
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green

the Spectacle
autopoesis

ritual
glossy

technology

cult
projection
taboo
masquerade
control
perversion
allegation
cliché
uncanny
deliverance
security
worship
narcissism
isolation
deferral
drug
ambiguous
assertion
devotion
pop
fulfilment
method
fake
different


